Neutral Bilepton Boson Production in pp Collisions from 3-3-1 Model
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Our aim is to establish some signatures of the extra neutral gauge boson $X^0$, predicted in a version of the $SU(3)_C \times SU(3)_L \times U(1)_X$ model with right-handed neutrinos, by considering the process $p + p \rightarrow X^0 + X^{0*} + X$. In this work, we show some results concerning the LHC energy regime ($\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV) and projected luminosity. Some distributions are shown and the $X^0$ width is calculated. We conclude that hadron colliders can show a clear signature for the existence of $X^0$ by comparing its production with $Z$ pair production.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A peculiar feature of the Standard Model (SM) is that none of the gauge bosons carry baryon or lepton number. Many extensions of the SM predicted the existence of exotic particles carrying global quantum numbers, like leptoquarks and bileptons. The bileptons are defined as bosons carrying two units of lepton number, they are called bileptoquarks. The production of charged bileptons at linear and hadron colliders was extensively studied and presents a unique signature, because they come from processes where total lepton number is conserved but the individual flavor lepton number is violated [4, 5].

A deep analysis of the extra neutral gauge boson $X^0$ pair production was not yet done. We intend to study the production of neutral gauge bileptons in hadron colliders. In this paper we show the total cross section and some distributions for the process $p + p \rightarrow X^0 + X^{0*} + X$ calculated from $q\bar{q}$ at tree level. In the next section, we gives a brief review of the $3 - 3 - 1$ model with right-handed neutrinos. Section 3 is devoted to our results and discussion. In section 4 we presents the conclusions.

II. THE MODEL

The right-handed neutrino version ($3 - 3 - 1$ RHN), has in each leptonic triplet representation both the right- and left-handed neutrino.

$$\Psi_{al} = (\nu_a, e_a, \nu_a^c)^T_T \sim (1, 3, -1/3),$$

$$e_{aR} \sim (1, 1, -1),$$

where $a = 1, 2, 3$ is the generation index.

Two quark generations $(m = 1, 2)$ belong to anti-triplet and the other to triplet representation

$$Q_{mL} = (d_{mL}^3, -u_{mL}^3, D_{mL}^T)^T \sim (3, 3^*, 0),$$

$$Q_{3L} = (t', b', T)^T_L \sim (3, 3, 1/3),$$

(2)

$$u_{aR}^3 \sim (3, 1, 2/3), \quad d_{aR}^3 \sim (3, 1, -1/3),$$

$$T_{R}^3 \sim (3, 1, 2/3), \quad D_{aR}^3 \sim (3, 1, -1/3).$$

(3)

The new heavy quarks $D'_1$ and $D'_2$ carry $-\frac{1}{2}$ and $T'$ carries $\frac{1}{3}$ units of positron charge.

The $3 - 3 - 1$ model includes five new gauge bosons: a new neutral ($Z'$) two charged bileptons ($V^\pm$) and two bileptons ($X^0$) and ($X^{0*}$) with no electric charge.

One of the main features of the model comes from the relation between $Z'$ and $V^\pm$ and $X^0$ masses:

$$\frac{M_{V^\pm}}{M_{Z'}} \sim \frac{M_X}{M_{Z'}} \sim \sqrt{\frac{3 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W}{2 \cos \theta_W}},$$

(4)

From this relation we obtain $M_{X^0} \approx 0.82 M_{Z'}$ and so $Z'$ is forbidden to decay into a bilepton pair ($V^+V^-$ or $X^0X^{0*}$).

Three $SU(3)_C$ triplet, $\eta$ and $\chi$ are necessary to generate masses for the particles and break the simmetry. These triplet develop $v$‘s $\nu$, $u$ and $w$ respectively satisfying the relation $v^2 + u^2 = w^2$. We have considered in our calculations that [6]

$$\frac{v^2_w}{w^2} << 1.$$  

(5)

The interaction between the quark fields and the neutral bilepton $X^0$ is given by:

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{g}{4\sqrt{2}} (\bar{\psi}_f (1 - \gamma^5) T - \bar{D}_m \gamma^5 (1 - \gamma^5) d_m) X^0_f + H.c..$$

(6)

As the exotic quark are very heavy, we discard their possible mixing with the ordinary physical quark fields and use the physical states identical to the symmetric states.
TABLE I: The vector and axial-vector couplings between $Z$ and $Z'$ with quarks ($u$ and $d$) in the $3 - 3 - 1$ RHN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$g_v$</th>
<th>$g_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z'uu$</td>
<td>$1 - 4\sin^2\theta_W/3$</td>
<td>$1/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z'dd$</td>
<td>$1 - 2\sin^2\theta_W/3$</td>
<td>$-1/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z'\bar{u}\bar{u}$</td>
<td>$3 - 8\sin^2\theta_W/6\sqrt{3 - 4\sin^2\theta_W}$</td>
<td>$1/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z'\bar{d}\bar{d}$</td>
<td>$3 - 2\sin^2\theta_W/6\sqrt{3 - 4\sin^2\theta_W}$</td>
<td>$1 - 2\sin^2\theta_W/2\sqrt{3 - 4\sin^2\theta_W}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping in mind this last observation, there is no flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) coupled to $Z$ and $Z'$, moreover we do not consider $Z - Z'$ mixing. The neutral current Lagrangian is:

$$L = -\frac{g}{2\cos\theta_W} \sum_f \left\{ \bar{\Psi}_f \gamma^\mu (g_{vf} - g_{af}^\gamma) \Psi_f Z_\mu + \bar{\Psi}_f \gamma^\mu (g_{vf}^\gamma - g_{af}) \Psi_f Z'_\mu \right\} + H.c., \quad (7)$$

where $f$ are quark fields and the vector and the axial couplings, $g_{vf}$, $g_{af}$, $g_{vf}^\gamma$ and $g_{af}^\gamma$, are given in the Table I, where we have considered the approximation between the vev’s expressed in Eq. (5).

The trilinear couplings between $Z$ and $Z'$ with $X^0$ and $X^{0*}$ are respectively

$$-\frac{g}{2\cos\theta_W} \quad \text{and} \quad -\frac{g\sqrt{3 - 4\sin^2\theta_W}}{2\cos\theta_W}$$

III. RESULTS

The total width of the $X^0$ calculated from $\bar{q}Q$ and $\nu\nu$ channel contributions, where $Q$ represents the three biletquark and $\nu$ includes the three neutrino flavors. For $M_{Q} = 800, 1000$ and $1200 \text{ GeV}$ are $1.54, 6.70$ and $14.70 \text{ GeV}$. We use the CompHep package [7] in our calculations and assume $M_Q = 600 \text{ GeV}$.

The main contributions for $X^0$ pair production in $pp$ collision depend on the initial quark $q$ charge. When $q = u$, only $Z$ and $Z'$ via $s$-channel contribute and, on the other hand, when $q = d$ we have an additional $t$-channel heavy quark exchange contribution. We display, in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 respectively, the $X^0$ angular distribution relative to the initial beam direction for the elementary processes $u\bar{u}$ and $d\bar{d}$, adopting the following cuts on the final biletrons angle, rapidity and transverse momentum:

$$|\cos\theta| \leq 0.95, \quad |y| \leq 2.5, \quad p_t \geq 50 \text{ GeV,} \quad (8)$$

The angular distribution shapes are different for $u$ and $d$ initial quarks. We observe the correct behavior of the total cross section for the elementary processes as shown the Fig. 3.

The total cross section and the distributions for the $pp$ process are obtained by the convolution of the elementary cross...
sections with the CTEQ661 [8] structure functions. The angular, invariant mass and rapidity distributions are displayed in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

We conclude that the final $X^0$ angular distribution is almost flat. There is no preferential direction. We note that the total cross section for $M_Q = 600$ GeV decreases when the $M_{Z'}$ increases.

FIG. 4: $X^0$ angular distribution relative to the initial beam direction, for three different $Z'$ masses, vs $\sqrt{s}$.

FIG. 5: $X^0$ pair invariant mass distribution, for three different $Z'$ masses, vs. $\sqrt{s}$.

FIG. 6: $X^0$ rapidity distribution for three different $Z'$ masses.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we present preliminary results for the production of neutral bileptons, predicted for the $\tilde{3} - \tilde{3} - \tilde{1}$ RHN, from $pp$ collision. In a simple framework, without $Z - Z'$ mixing and considering the absence of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC), we have shown the bileptons distributions for the elementary processes and the results for $pp$ collisions.

For an annual luminosity at the LHC ($L = 100$ fb$^{-1}$) we find around one thousand $X^0$ pairs produced per year. The study of the production of charged bileptons in $pp$ collisions from the minimal version of the $\tilde{3} - \tilde{3} - \tilde{1}$ model is being de-
veloped and the preliminar results indicate a large number of events as well. The next step in our analysis is to consider the $X^0$ decay into two leptons in order to compare it with $Z$ decay. This comparison can possibly reveal a signature of the neutral bilepton production.
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